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Finding a Person Guilty
Most incidents arriving at our higher court finding
guilty involves the interpretation of the law which
means the meaning of the law. The reason is that
Fisher Bell is ambiguous, a large or parliamentary
lawyer made a mistake in drafting (Inco Europe v
First Choice Distribution), or technology was
replaced (Royal Nursing School v. Department of
Health) Varies. Over the years, the court has
developed three rules to solve these problems, text,
gold and mischief rules.
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Payment permission system punishes people - not
due to crime or traffic violation, it is due to unpaid
debts. Normally, the state court orders a person to
pay a penalty or other fine and other administrative
court fees and expenses, if a person judges it is
guilty of a crime or traffic violation. If the person
does not pay within the deadline, the court or
automobile organization may punish him / her by
stopping the driver's license until he pays the full
amount or until making another payment
arrangement to the court I will.

Driven by the US dollar to analyze the suspension of
the latest driver's license
What happens if I accidentally transfer coins to my
wrong wallet? What happens if I lose my Wallet key?
What happens if the coin in the wallet dies? What if
the court decides that they need to return the
perpetrator and coins that they illegally obtained
from others? You will drift. Distributed power means
that transactions can not be undone or forced. All
transactions must be done voluntarily. Some of them
can be solved with additional block chain support. I
will take the intention of the block chain as an
example. However, increasing the complexity of
each corner and solving the situation seven values
will diminish and ultimately will be similar to the
current Fiat currency system. If not resolved these
corner cases may destroy people's lives.
The two main types of jury in Texas have different
roles. Whether to formally condemn the suspect is
judged by a large and correct jury. When someone is
prosecuted, the jury is responsible for finding
someone guilty or innocent. The companion's
jurisdiction is guaranteed to be correct. However, the
criminal justice system is not perfect. In order to
prove that a person convicted in each case is
innocent, more than 300 cases were reversed using
DNA evidence. Since the Texas State Assembly has

done a lot of work at the committee, these
committees are often referred to as "the Tribunal".
Some of these committees exist during the
conference, others tentatively have other
committees considering specific policies within a
limited time period.

